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Disclaimer

Language in this presentation is not the 
official proposal of the EPA. We have 
attempted to be accurate as to the contents 
of the proposed permit. To the extent any 
difference between the language in this 
presentation differs from the language in 
the proposed permit, the permit governs.

Before We Get Started



PERMIT BACKGROUND



Meet Eligibility 
Conditions

Submit NOI for 
Authorization

-or-
Obtain a No 
Exposure 
Exclusion

Develop/Refine 
SWPPP 

Employ Control 
Measures to 
Meet Effluent 

Limits

Conduct 
Inspections

Conduct 
Monitoring

Complete Any 
Required 
Corrective 
Actions (or 

Proposed AIMs)

Complete 
Reporting

PREPARE GET COVERED TAKE ACTION FOLLOW-UP

PERMIT: 

MSGP



MA
NH

VT 
FED FACILITIES

DE FED FACILITIES

DC

TX 
CERTAIN O&G

OK 
CERTAIN O&G

PUERTO RICO

AMERICAN SAMOA

GUAM

JOHNSTON ATOLL

MIDWAY ISLAND & WAKE ISLAND

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

WHERE DOES

EPA’S MSGP 
APPLY?

*EPA will transfer permitting authority to Idaho for stormwater permits in 2021



MA

NM

PR

AK, AS, CO, DE, ME, MW, 
ND, PA, SD, UT, VT,  WI

NH

ID

DC

OK

TX

WA
GU

788

627

308

293

270

49

19 18
13

~2,400

12

<10

HOW MANY

FACILITIES ARE

THERE?



Sector
# of Facilities 

Covered

P Land Transportation 346

J Mineral Mining 285

N Scrap & Waste Recycling 179

E Concrete, Gypsum, Glass 166

S Air Transportation 149

Q Water Transportation 110

M Auto Salvage Yards 110

D Asphalt/Roofing 107

U Food Products 103

A Timber Products 88

C Chemical Products 80

Y Rubber, Misc. Plastics 56

R Ship/Boat Building, Repair 56

AA Fabricated Metal Products 54

AC Electronic, photo goods 53

Sector
# of Facilities 

Covered

G Metal Mining 46

AB Transportation Equip. 44

B Paper Products 36

F Primary Metals 28

I Oil & Gas 28

V Textile Mills 18

H Coal Mines 13

X Printing, Publishing 13

O Steam Electric 9

T WWTPs 4

W Furniture & Fixtures 4

L Landfills 3

AD Non-classified 3

K Hazardous Waste 3

Z Leather Tanning/Finishing -

WHAT SECTORS

ARE COVERED?



2015 MSGP LITIGATION

2015 
MSGP 
ISSUED

ENVIRONMENTAL

NGOS CHALLENGE

THE PERMIT

TWO INDUSTRY

GROUPS

INTERVENE

ACTION

STAYED

SETTLEMENT

NEGOTIATIONS

2016 
SETTLEMENT

AGREEMENT

SIGNED



SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

1) Fund NRC Study and consider recommendations KEY TERM

2) Expand CERCLA eligibility criterion to all Regions

3) Add new eligibility criterion related to coal tar sealcoat use

4) Extend NOI review time for facilities with a pending enforcement action

PERMIT

AUTHORIZATION

TERMS

5) Require Additional Implementation Measures (AIM) for benchmark exceedances

6) Increase impaired waters monitoring to 3 years but narrow list of parameters

MONITORING

TERMS

7) Compare EPA’s MSGP effluent limits with state MSGPs

8) Update sector-specific fact sheets with available control measures
OTHER TERMS



KEY DATES Item Date

Proposed 2020 MSGP published March 2, 2020

Comment period ends MayJune 1, 2020

Submission of CWA 401 cert 
conditions from states/tribes

60 days after EPA Regional 
request letter (ongoing)

2015 MSGP Expiration & 
Administrative Continuance
• Existing facilities remain covered
• New facilities cannot be covered

June 4, 2020

Final 2020 MSGP November 12, 2020

NOIs for 2020 MSGP February 12, 2021 (or 90 
days after EPA issues a final 
permit)



KEY DATES Item Date

2015 MSGP Expiration 
• Existing facilities remain covered
• New facilities cannot be covered

June 4, 2020

• On June 3rd EPA exercised its enforcement discretion and issued a “No 
Action Assurance” (NAA) to address the gap in permit availability.

• EPA will not pursue administrative or civil judicial enforcement against new 
operators for lack of permit coverage, provided the operator: 

➢ Meets 2015 MSGP eligibility criteria

➢ Submits an Intent to Operate (“ITO”) via NeTMSGP

➢ Complies with 2015 MSGP requirements (except reporting elements)

*NAA does not apply to criminal violations or to situations where circumstances 
exist that may cause serious harm or that may present an imminent and substantial 
endangerment to public health or the environment

https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/no-action-assurance-npdes-stormwater-multi-sector-general-permit-industrial-activities


PROPOSED CHANGES

& 
NOTABLE COMMENTS RECEIVED



SUMMARY OF

COMMENTS

Commenter Type % of total comments

Trade Association 38.2%

Vendor 14.0%

Industry 12.1%

Consultant 8.9%

Anonymous 7.0%

Local Government 5.1%

Federal Agency 3.8%

Environmental Organization 3.2%

State Government 3.2%

Other 3.2%

State-Owned Utility 0.6%

Tribal Government 0.6%

Private Citizen 0.0%

Academia 0.0%

• 90-day comment period (March 2 – June 1, 2020)

• 194 comment letters received

• 1,858 unique comments



NOTABLE

GENERAL

COMMENTS

• Too long and complex, requires hiring a consultant 
to comply - problematic for small businesses; 

• Need more incentive-based requirements, not more 
command and control with no quantifiable WQ 
improvements; 

• Deadlines are infeasible; 

• Permit does not demonstrate that it meets WQS;

• Concerns regarding impacts on State MSGPs that 
use EPA’s permit as a template; 

• NRC Study’s critical shortcomings not addressed; 

• PFAS should be addressed; 

• Need to establish long-term data collection effort to 
fill in the gaps identified by the NRC Study.



ELIGIBILITY & AUTHORIZATION



2015 MSGP

Operators discharging to certain CERCLA 
sites in Region 10 are ineligible for 
coverage unless the Region reviews 
SWPPP and confirms that controls are 
sufficient to ensure that discharges meet 
WQS (and do not re-contaminate the site).

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose the same eligibility criterion for 
operators discharging to certain CERCLA 
sites in all Regions.

Expand CERCLA eligibility criterion to all Regions PART

1.1.7

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities discharging to certain CERCLA sites in all areas where MSGP applies would 
need to have the EPA Region review their SWPPP, instead of just in Region 10.

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

SOME SUPPORT, MORE OPPOSE

• SUPPORT:

➢ ALSO REQUIRE DISCHARGE DATA AND PUBLIC COMMENT

• OPPOSE:

➢ MAY PREVENT BUSINESSES FROM LOCATING NEAR CERCLA SITES

➢ SHOULD BE SECTOR-SPECIFIC (EXCLUDE LOW RISK FACILITIES)

➢ SHOULD ONLY APPLY TO NEW DISCHARGERS

➢ UNCLEAR IF APPLICABLE TO SITES WITH GW CONTAMINATION

➢ EPA LACKS AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE



2015 MSGP

No equivalent requirement

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose for comment an eligibility criterion for 
operators who, during their coverage under 
the MSGP, will use coal tar sealant to initially 
seal or to re-seal pavement and thereby 
discharge polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
("PAHs") in stormwater are not eligible for 
coverage under the MSGP and must either 
eliminate such discharge or apply for an 
individual permit.

New eligibility criterion related to coal tar sealcoat use PART

1.1.8

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities who need NPDES permit coverage and use coal tar sealcoat would be 
ineligible for MSGP coverage and would have to eliminate the discharge or apply 
for an individual permit.

NOTABLE COMMENTS

• SUPPORT – HEALTH RISKS & COMPARABLE COSTS FOR ALTERNATIVES

• OPPOSE – MANY “FORM” LETTERS:

➢ NOT BASED ON SCIENCE; NOT A SIGNIFICANT SOURCE OF PAHS

➢ CWA DOES NOT AUTHORIZE PRODUCT BAN

➢ LIMITED BENEFIT SINCE APPLICABLE TO INDUSTRIAL AREAS ONLY

➢ NEGATIVE AFFECT ON BUSINESSES, SUPPLY CHAINS, AND CONSUMERS

➢ COAL TAR LASTS LONGER AND LESS EXPENSIVE



2015 MSGP

EPA holds all facilities’ NOIs for 30 days to 
allow the Agency, Endangered Species 
Services, and the public an opportunity to 
review the facility’s NOI (not a public 
comment period)

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Request comment on whether EPA should 
hold a facility’s NOI for 30 additional days 
to review the integrity of the SWPPP and 
controls for a facility not previously 
covered under the MSGP that also has a 
pending industrial stormwater related 
enforcement action. 

Extended NOI review time for facilities with a pending 
enforcement action

PART

1.3.3

BOTTOM LINE

EPA would review the NOI for new MSGP facilities with a pending enforcement 
action for 60 days instead of 30 days.

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• MOSTLY OPPOSE

➢ CURRENT 30-WAITING PERIOD SUFFICIENT

➢ EXTENDED PERIOD UNNECESSARY



2015 MSGP

No equivalent requirement in MSGP 
(but is in CGP and other NPDES 
permits)

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose that facilities must post a sign 
of permit coverage at a safe, publicly 
accessible location in close proximity 
to the facility, including information 
that informs the public on how to 
contact EPA if stormwater pollution is 
observed in the discharge. 

Post a sign of permit coverage
PART

1.3.6

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities would need to post a sign that includes facility information and how to 
obtain their SWPPP.

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• SOME SUPPORT BUT MOST OPPOSE

➢ INFORMATION ALREADY AVAILABLE ONLINE

➢ COSTLY TO MAINTAIN

➢ TYPICALLY WILL NOT BE VISIBLE AS MANY SITES

NOT PUBLICLY-ACCESSIBLE

➢ MORE APPROPRIATE FOR CONSTRUCTION SITES



CONTROL MEASURES



2015 MSGP

No equivalent requirement

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose that facilities would be required to 
consider implementing enhanced measures
such as structural improvements, enhanced 
pollution prevention measures, and other 
mitigation measures (permit gives examples) 
for facilities located in areas that could be 
impacted by stormwater discharges from 
major storm events that cause extreme 
flooding conditions. 

Consider implementing enhanced measures to mitigate 
asset and community impacts from stormwater 

discharge from major storm events

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities at risk for extreme flooding conditions would be required to consider other 
measures, e.g., elevate materials, temporarily reduce outdoor storage, delay deliveries.

PART

2.1.1.8

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• SOME SUPPORT BUT MOST OPPOSE

➢ NOT CLEAR WHAT IS REQUIRED, IS A VIOLATION, OR IS

ENFORCEABLE

➢ OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF A WQ PERMIT

➢ ALREADY ADDRESSED IN STATE OR LOCAL REQUIREMENTS



MONITORING



2015 MSGP

Benchmark monitoring currently 
applies to 55% of MSGP facilities. 
The other 45% do not have any 
benchmark monitoring
requirements. 

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose that all facilities have 
“universal benchmark monitoring”
of pH, TSS, and COD on a quarterly 
basis throughout the permit term.

All facilities conduct benchmark monitoring for pH, Total 
Suspended Solids (TSS), and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)

PARTS

4.2.1.1
AND 8

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities that did not have benchmark monitoring for pH, TSS, and COD previously 
would now need to monitor for those 3 “universal benchmark” parameters.

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• SOME SUPPORT, BUT MOST OPPOSE

➢ UNJUSTIFIED AS TO OVERALL BENEFIT

➢ NO SUPPORTING BASIS – EPA SHOULD FIRST GATHER DATA

➢ ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL APPROACH DOES NOT WORK ACROSS FACILITIES

➢ TOO BURDENSOME, ESPECIALLY FOR FACILITIES W/O MONITORING

➢ INFLUENCE OF ACIDIC RAIN (PH), LACK OF ORGANICS AT MANY

FACILITIES (COD), OR NATURAL VARIABILITY IN ARID REGIONS (TSS)



2015 MSGP

Benchmark monitoring can be 
discontinued after 1 year if average 
does not exceed benchmark threshold. 

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose that facilities monitor and 
report for pH, TSS, and COD  on a 
quarterly basis for the entire permit 
term to ensure facilities have current 
indicators of the effectiveness of their 
stormwater control measures 
throughout the permit term. 

Monitoring for pH, TSS, and COD throughout the 
permit term

PART

4.2.1.2

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities would be required to monitor for the 3 “universal benchmark” parameters 
of pH, TSS, and COD throughout the permit term.

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• MIXED SUPPORT V. OPPOSE, SOME SUGGEST MODIFICATIONS

➢ REDUCE FREQUENCY TO 1X/YEAR OR 1X/PERMIT TERM

➢ KEEP SAME FREQUENCY AS EXISTING BENCHMARKS

➢ KEEP SAME DISCONTINUATION OPTIONS AS BENCHMARKS



2015 MSGP

Operators discharging to impaired waters 
must monitor once/year for all pollutants 
causing impairments and can discontinue 
monitoring if not detected or not expected 
in the discharge.

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose that operators discharging to 
impaired waters must monitor once/year for 
only pollutants that are both causing 
impairments AND associated with the 
industrial activity or are benchmarks. After 3 
years of monitoring, if not detected, can 
discontinue for remainder of permit term.

Increase impaired waters monitoring for 2 additional 
years but potentially narrow list of parameters

PART

4.2.4.1

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities would monitor for 3 years for pollutants associated with industrial 
activity or are benchmarks that are also causing impairments, instead of 
monitoring for 1 year for all pollutants causing impairments. 

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• MIXED SUPPORT V. OPPOSED; SOME SUGGEST CHANGES:

➢ REDUCE REQUIRED MONITORING FROM 3 TO 2 YEARS

➢ REQUIRE AT LEAST ONE SAMPLE FOR ALL POCS TO CONFIRM FACILITY

IS NOT CONTRIBUTING TO IMPAIRMENT(S)



2015 MSGP

Existing benchmarks for Selenium, Arsenic, 
Aluminum, Cadmium, Magnesium, Iron, and 
Copper are based on outdated WQ criteria 
and/or toxicity data.

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose to/request comment on:

• Revising selenium, arsenic, aluminum, 
cadmium benchmarks based on new FINAL EPA 
WQ criteria. 

• Removing magnesium benchmark due to 
lack of documented toxicity.

• Suspending the iron benchmark due to lack 
of documented acute effects.

• Allowing facilities to conduct site-specific risk 
analysis for copper exceedances. 

Update some benchmark values, add flexibility and/or 
suspend others based on latest toxicity information

FS 
PART

4.2.1

BOTTOM LINE

The permit would include updated benchmark values based on revised WQ criteria, 
while other parameters would be suspended or have more flexibility.

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• MOSTLY SUPPORT, BUT SOME SUGGEST CHANGES

• USE DISSOLVED (NOT TOTAL) CRITERIA FOR METALS

• ALLOW DERIVATION OF SITE-SPECIFIC BMS FOR MORE METALS

• UPDATE TO FINAL 2018 ALUMINUM CRITERIA



2015 MSGP

No benchmarks for:

• Sector I: Oil and Gas 

• Sector P: Land Transportation 

• Sector R: Ship & Boat Building 

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Propose to add benchmarks:

• Sector I: O&G – ammonia, nickel, lead, 
nitrate-nitrogen, and zinc.

• Sector P: Land Transportation –lead and 
mercury.

• Sector R: Ship & Boat Building –
chromium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc.

Add benchmark monitoring for some sectors based 
on new scientific information

PART 8

BOTTOM LINE

Approximately 530 facilities would now have these sector-specific benchmark 
monitoring requirements. 

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• MOSTLY SUPPORT

➢ SHOULD BE BASED ON LATEST TOXICITY INFO/WQC

➢ COST SAVINGS FOR REMOVING MG AND FE

• SOME OPPOSE

➢ QUESTION APPROPRIATENESS OF SPECIFIC PARAMETERS

➢ DIFFICULTY IN MEETING METALS BENCHMARKS FOR

CERTAIN SECTORS



ADDITIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

MEASURES (AIM)



2015 MSGP

If a benchmark is exceeded, operators must review the 
control measures to see if modifications are necessary and 
continue monitoring until no exceedance.

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Tier 1: Benchmark exceeded by certain low thresholds, 
review the control measures to see if modifications are 
necessary and continue monitoring until no exceedance.

Tier 2: Benchmark exceeded (or continually exceeded) by 
certain moderate thresholds, implement all feasible 
controls in EPA’s MSGP sector-specific fact sheets and 
continue monitoring until no exceedance.

Tier 3: Benchmark exceeded (or continually exceeded) by 
certain high thresholds, install permanent structural source 
and treatment controls or consider infiltration and continue 
monitoring until no exceedance.

Additional Implementation Measures (AIM) for 
benchmark exceedances

PART

5.2

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities would implement more robust controls for continued and/or significant 
exceedances. Exceptions for natural background sources and run-on are still 
available, in addition to two more for catastrophic event and no WQS exceedance. 



Additional Implementation Measures (AIM) 
for benchmark exceedances

Benchmark is exceeded by 
certain low thresholds

Benchmark is exceeded (or 
continually exceeded) by 

certain moderate 
thresholds

If benchmark is exceeded (or 
continually exceeded) by 
certain high thresholds

3

✓ Review SCMs
✓ Implement additional 

SCMs 
✓ Continue monitoring

✓ Implement all feasible 
SCMs in EPA fact 
sheets (Appendix Q)

✓ Continue monitoring

✓ Install permanent 
controls

✓ Option to infiltrate
✓ Continue monitoring

14 days; if 
infeasible,     
45 days

14 days; if 
infeasible,     
45 days

30 days; if 
infeasible,     
90 days

* Natural 
background 
sources

* Run-on

* Natural background 
sources

* Run-on
* Single event was an 

aberration

* Natural background sources
* Run-on
* Discharge does not result in 

exceedance of WQS

TRIGGERS RESPONSES DEADLINES EXCEPTIONSTIER

2

1



AIM TIER 1 TRIGGERS
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B
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average 
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Year   1 2
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ThresholdSample  1 2

2 Years
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A
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3rd annual 
average 
over the 

benchmark

A
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ra
g
e Benchmark

Threshold

Year  1 2 3

C
o
n
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n
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a
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o
n

Benchmark
Threshold

3rd sample 
in 3-years 
>4x the 

benchmark Sample  2 6

3 Years

9
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benchmark

C
o
n
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n
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a
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o
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3 Years
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4 consecutive 
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their average 
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C
o
n
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n
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a
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o
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Sample 1 2 3 4
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C
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A
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2015 MSGP

If a benchmark is exceeded, operators must review the 
control measures to see if modifications are necessary and 
continue monitoring until no exceedance.

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

Tier 1: Benchmark exceeded by certain low thresholds, 
review the control measures to see if modifications are 
necessary and continue monitoring until no exceedance.

Tier 2: Benchmark exceeded (or continually exceeded) by 
certain moderate thresholds, implement all feasible 
controls in EPA’s MSGP sector-specific fact sheets and 
continue monitoring until no exceedance.

Tier 3: Benchmark exceeded (or continually exceeded) by 
certain high thresholds, install permanent structural source 
and treatment controls or consider infiltration and continue 
monitoring until no exceedance.

Additional Implementation Measures (AIM) for 
benchmark exceedances

PART

5.2

BOTTOM LINE

Facilities would implement more robust controls for continued and/or significant 
exceedances. Exceptions for natural background sources and run-on are still 
available, in addition to two more for catastrophic event and no WQS exceedance. 

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• OVERWHELMINGLY OPPOSE

• TOO COMPLEX OR CONFUSING; WOULD REQUIRE HIRING CONSULTANT

• NO LINEAR/SEQUENTIAL PROGRESSION OF TIERS

• COMPLIANCE TIMEFRAMES TOO SHORT

• TURNS BENCHMARKS INTO NUMERIC LIMITS

• SHOULD NOT APPLY TO NEW UNIVERSAL BENCHMARKS

• CONCERNS WITH GW IMPACTS OF TIER 3 INFILTRATION MEASURES

• CONCERNS WITH TRACKING IN NETDMR

• UNDOCUMENTED WQ BENEFITS



REQUEST FOR COMMENT #11:

INSPECTION-ONLY OPTION IN LIEU OF

BENCHMARK MONITORING

IDENTIFYING
“LOW RISK” 
FACILITIES

PROFESSIONAL
INSPECTOR
CREDENTIALS

INSPECTION
FREQUENCY

INSPECTION
CONTENTS

PROPOSED 2020 MSGP

• “light manufacturing” facilities

• 2 inspections per permit term

• Inspections conducted by a PE

NOTABLE COMMENTS:

• MOSTLY SUPPORT:

➢ MANY SUGGEST USING PAST MONITORING FOR ELIGIBILITY

➢ RANGE OF INSPECTION FREQUENCIES SUGGESTED

➢ SELF-INSPECTION BY “CERTIFIED” STAFF (NOT PE OR 3RD PARTY)

• SOME OPPOSE:

➢ TOO ADMINISTRATIVELY COMPLICATED TO IMPLEMENT

➢ DROP UNIVERSAL BENCHMARK MONITORING INSTEAD

➢ SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO ALL FACILITIES WITH GOOD COMPLIANCE

➢ ALREADY HAVE THE NO EXPOSURE EXCLUSION



https://www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater-discharges-
industrial-activities-proposed-2020-msgp#permitchanges

-Or-
Search for “EPA MSGP”

WHERE CAN I 
FIND THE

PERMIT, 
COMMENTS, AND

SUPPORTING

DOCUMENTS?

2020 
MSGP 
DOCKET

EPA’S
INDUSTRIAL

SW 
WEBPAGE

Docket ID # EPA-HQ-OW-2019-0372
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-HQ-

OW-2019-0372

https://www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater-discharges-industrial-activities-proposed-2020-msgp#permitchanges
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=EPA-HQ-OW-2019-0372


QUESTIONS?

DAVID GRAY

GRAY.DAVIDJ@EPA.GOV

617-918-1577

WATER DIVISION -
STORMWATER &

CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

mailto:Halter.Emily@epa.gov


Environmental Business Council of New England

Energy Environment Economy

MassDEP strategy for PFAS 
Monitoring at Industrial Facilities 

Stephanie Cooper

Deputy Commissioner of Policy and Planning

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection



MassDEP's Strategy:
PFAS Monitoring at Industrial & 

Municipal Facilities

Stephanie Cooper
Deputy Commissioner, Policy and Planning

October 15, 2020



PFAS: A Unique Challenge 

• Poly- and perfluoroalkyl Substances 

• Family of thousands of compounds

• Extremely stable – heat & stain resistant, 
water repellant

• “Forever chemicals” - persistent, do not 
biodegrade

• Water Soluble



Common Uses of PFAS
• Aqueous fire-fighting foam (AFFF)

• Textile treatments
o stain resistance/water repellency

• Paper coatings - grease resistant 

• “Waxes” - floor, car, ski  

• “Waterproof” down

• Manufacturing

Exposure to PFAS through consumer products is 

common, but when drinking water is contaminated, 

it is the primary source of exposure.



What are PFAS Exposure 
Concerns?

Some are very toxic 
• Slowly excreted from body; half-life of 1-8 yrs
• Developmental risks to fetus/infants

o neurotoxicity; bone; mammary gland; birth 
weight

• Endocrine disruption - thyroid hormone effects
• Immune system
• Cancers - kidney; testes; pancreas; liver

Sensitive groups
• Pregnant women, nursing mothers and infants



MassDEP 
Priority 

PFAS 
Activities

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
& HEALTH ADVISORIES

Targeted monitoring of 
public water supplies

Testing wastewater, 
residuals, riverine 
waters, new water 
supply sources

Cleanup standard 
regulations

Drinking Water 
standard

EXTENSIVE 
MONITORING





New 
Resources 
to Address 

PFAS

Legislative Funding Allocation

Public & Private Water Supply 
Testing

Grants for Design of Drinking 
Water Treatment

Funding - 0% interest loans for 
treatment. $20 million in new 
funding.



PFAS in Wastewater: Context
• MA is not a NPDES-delegated state under National 

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
– Joint permitting agreement recently ended

• EPA laboratory method in development

• National Effluent Guidelines
– Necessary for EPA to establish PFAS limits for wastewater

• No State Surface Water Quality Standards
– Potentially expensive, intensive multi-year data effort



PFAS in Wastewater: Policy 
Considerations

MA Surface Water Quality Standards 314 CMR 4.05 (5)(e): 

• “All surface waters shall be free from pollutants in 
concentrations or combinations that are toxic to humans, 
aquatic life or wildlife.”

• “Human Health Risk Levels. Where EPA has not set 
human health risk levels for a toxic pollutant, the human 
health based regulations of the toxic pollutant shall be in 
accordance with guidance issued by the Department’s 
Office of Research and Standards.“ 

9



Actions to Address PFAS in 
Wastewater and Industrial Stormwater

• Characterization of Wastewater: PFAS Monitoring 
Requirements in EPA’s NPDES Permits and MassDEP’s 
Surface Water Discharge Permits – Municipal and 
Industrial.

• Technical Assistance: Coordination with EEA Office of 
Technical Assistance to help industrial dischargers 
identify and reduce PFAS use.

• Characterization of Receiving Waters: Through 
partnership with USGS, conducting ambient PFAS 
sampling in waterbodies, including locations upstream 
and downstream of wastewater discharges.



Industrial Sectors Likely to Use PFAS

• Identified by EPA:

– Platers/metal finishers

– Paper and packaging manufacturers

– Tanneries and leather/fabric/carpet treaters,

– Manufacturers of parts with Non-stick coatings

– Landfill leachate

– Centralized waste treaters

– Contaminated sites

– Firefighting training facilities 



Industrial Permits: Requirements in 
EPA and MassDEP Permits

• Quarterly PFAS monitoring of effluent for facilities 
in specific sectors.

• Requirement goes into effect 6 months after 
EPA’s multi-lab validated method for PFAS in 
wastewater is made available to the public.

• If after four consecutive quarters of monitoring, 
PFAS is non-detect, facility can request removal of 
monitoring requirement.



Industrial Permits: MassDEP 
Additional Conditions

• Conditions apply to all industrial permittees and not just those in 
sectors specified by EPA.

• Requirement to evaluate whether facility uses PFAS-containing 
products and if product use can be reduced or eliminated

– Must complete within 6 months of effective date of permit.

• For most facilities, monitoring conditions go into effect 6 months 
after EPA’s multi-lab validated method for PFAS in wastewater is 
made available to the public, or 2 years from the effective date 
of the permit, whichever is earlier.

• For facilities that discharge upstream of drinking water intakes, 
effluent monitoring goes into effect 180 days after the effective 
date of the permit.



Municipal Permits: Requirements in 
EPA and MassDEP Permits

• Quarterly PFAS monitoring of influent, effluent, 
and sludge.

• Annual monitoring of effluent from industrial 
users in specific sectors likely to use/contain 
PFAS.

• Both conditions go into effect 6 months after 
EPA’s multi-lab validated method for PFAS in 
wastewater is made available to the public.



Municipal Permits: MassDEP 
Additional Conditions

• Annual monitoring of effluent from all Significant Industrial 
Users (SIUs), not just industrial users in sectors identified by EPA
– SIU defined in EPA’s regulations at 40 CFR part 403.

• For most facilities, all monitoring conditions go into effect 6 
months after EPA’s multi-lab validated method for PFAS in 
wastewater is made available to the public, or 2 years from the 
effective date of the permit, whichever is earlier.

• For facilities that discharge upstream of drinking water intakes, 
monitoring requirement goes into effect 180 days after effective 
date of permit and industrial user monitoring goes into effect 1 
year after effective date of permit.



Draft Permits with PFAS Conditions 
(as of 10/8/20)

• Municipal
– Athol

– Gardner

– Marlborough Westerly

– Orange

– Templeton

– Westborough

• Industrial
– Clean Harbors

– Genzyme*

– Harvard Blackstone*

– Massport Fire Training 
Facility

– Polar Beverages*

– PJ Keating*

– Quabbin Wire & Cable

– Shire*

*PFAS Conditions are required by MassDEP only 



Technical Assistance for Industries

• EEA Office of Technical Assistance to work directly with 
industrial facilities with direct discharge to surface water 
and industrial users that discharge into municipal 
WWTPs. 

• Prioritize facilities that discharge upstream of drinking 
water or discharge into a WWTP that discharges 
upstream of drinking water.

• Identify potential PFAS users and offer free and 
confidential technical assistance on pollution prevention.

• Initial phase will focus on approximately 30 different 
facilities (combination of direct and indirect dischargers).



PFAS in Residuals: Issues

• Wastewater Residuals: historically reused as fertilizer

• MassDEP regulates 35 entities that land apply residuals

• PFAS Testing: new quarterly requirement for residuals that 
are land applied (as of July 2020)

• No EPA lab method. MassDEP approves individual 
methods

• Currently, no established land application standards. 
Evaluating options and consulting with stakeholders.

• Policy issues:
– Impacts of PFAS on water, crops, biota
– Impacts of regulating on reuse and alternatives
– Disposal alternatives include: landfill, incineration, export



PFAS Riverine Monitoring

• MassDEP partnering with U.S. Geological Survey.

• Collect and analyze ambient water samples for 24 PFAS 
compounds to support preliminary characterization of 
occurrence of PFAS at select surface water locations.

• Sample sites upstream and downstream from wastewater 
treatment facilities, sites downstream of industrial areas, 
and sites where no known PFAS sources are expected.

• Study will include three rounds of sample collection, with 
sample collection occurring approximately monthly.



Wrap Up

MassDEP PFAS Webpage: 
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/per-and-

polyfluoroalkyl-substances-pfas

Stephanie Cooper
Deputy Commissioner

stephanie.cooper@mass.gov

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/per-and-polyfluoroalkyl-substances-pfas
mailto:stephanie.cooper@mass.gov
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Overview of the PFAS Dilemma
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 Embedded in modern living
 Research indicates potential harm to 

people and the environment 
 Uncertainties in understanding adverse 

effects drive low regulatory limits (e.g., 
ng/L vs mg/L or µg/L)
 Detecting more PFAS in the 

environment with advancing analytical 
capabilities
− Detected everywhere you look –living 

organisms around the world
− Popularly referred to now as “forever 

chemicals”
©Jacobs 2020



Concerns with PFAS

©Jacobs 20203

 Large family of compounds (4000+ chemicals)
− Not dealing with one specific chemical like MTBE
− Different chemical characteristics

 Analyze for <30 of them commercially

 Mounting evidence of health concerns at environmental concentrations
 Ulcerative colitis High cholesterol Pregnancy-induced Hypertension
 Thyroid disease Testicular cancer* Kidney cancer*

 Recalcitrant & Persistent
− Carbon-Fluorine bond is strong and stable

− Some are sticky and remain in soil for over 50 years

 Some are highly mobile becoming a concern for surface water

Legacy PFAS manufacturing

*Some of the effects only linked to certain PFAS



Public Concern
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 Public concern continues to grow 
 Data continue to be generated by :
− academics, scientists, government agencies, 

non-government organizations and public 
interest groups

 Growing data
− # of different PFAS, 
− detections in target and non target products, 

various locations, various media; 
− how PFAS behave/don’t behave
− potential adverse effects

 As more data become available, uncertainty and 
public concern increases



Action to Address Public Concern
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 Production was banned in USA/EU starting around 2000
 Replacement products are being designed and tested
− e.g., fluorine free foams 

 USA drinking water regulations - most states over last 3-5 years in response 
to the EPA health advisory issued in 2016
 EPA's SNURs (Significant New Use Rules) under TSCA
 EPA PFAS Action Plan – February 2019
 EPA computational toxicology research sponsored by EPA and the National 

Toxicology Program (NTP)
 Recent regulation of soil and surface water
 Still very little regulation in USA based on impacts to the 

environment/ecological health

©Jacobs 2020



Status of Regulating PFAS in Drinking Water in the US - No Consensus

6 ©Jacobs 2020



Status of Regulating PFAS in the US, cont.

 Few states have values for 
soil
 8 states with soil for GW 

/SW protection (incl. ME 
and MA)
 16 states with soil for HH 

protection (incl. ME, MA, 
NH, and VT)

 Most have experience 
dealing with stormwater 
management, but not with 
PFAS in stormwater
 Few states have surface water 

or effluent criteria

7

State
Surface 
Water Level

PFOA 
(ng/L)

PFOS 
(ng/L) Basis

AK All Guidance 70 70
Human
Health

FL All
Draft 

Guidance 150 11
Aquatic 

Life

MI
Non-

potable Rule 12000 12

Fish 
consump

-tion

Potable Rule 420 11
Human 
Health

MN River Guidance 2700 7

Fish 
consump

-tion

Lake Guidance 1600 6

Fish 
consump

-tion

OR All Rule 24000 300000
Aquatic 

Life
©Jacobs 2020



Monitoring
 What are the goals of monitoring?
− establish presence (or lack of) of contaminants and stressors
− reduce uncertainty 
−understand if there is a problem, 
−begin to understand what, if any, actions may be needed
− evaluate effectiveness of actions taken
 Includes groundwater, surface water, and fish tissue
 Without thresholds/standards, what do monitoring data mean?
− informs exposure 
 E.g. fish monitoring in NJ was used to establish fishing advisories

−more data have identified PFAS in more places and in more media 
−does not always inform understanding of impacts

8 ©Jacobs 2020



Monitoring Can Leave a lot of Unanswered Questions
 If PFAS are detected in stormwater, is that 

a problem?
What concentration indicates a problem? 
What concentrations trigger stormwater 

management?
Do I need to look at offsite and 

downstream impacts?
What does the scientific community know 

and not know? 
Where can the answers be found?
 https://pfas-1.itrcweb.org/14-risk-communication/

9 ©Jacobs 2020



What we know as a Scientific Community

Chemicals
 Stable

 Recalcitrant

 Mobile

 PBTs- Persistent, 
Bioaccumulative, and Toxic

 Possibly biomagnifying for 
larger PFAS (8 carbons or 
more)

 Partitions to proteins, not 
lipid like other organics

10

Human Health
 Data on few PFAS, but more 

than ecological health

 Effects: liver, development, 
reproduction, immunological, 
endocrine, cardiovascular, 
cancer possible

 Readily absorbed

 Distributed to liver and blood

 Half-life in humans 5.4 years 
for PFOS and 3.8 years for PFO

 Many pathways of exposure

Environmental/
Ecological Health

 Most data are for PFOS and 
PFOA

 Effects: development, 
reproduction, immunological,, 
endocrine

 Effects occur at higher 
concentrations than human 
health

 Plants and soil invertebrates 
relatively insensitive

 Detectable in nearly any 
biological tissue

©Jacobs 2020



Overview of Ongoing PFAS SW Criteria Development

 ITRC formed a PFAS Surface Water Quality Workgroup
− survey of States – 39 states replied
 plans for PFAS SW criteria development

− draft guidance document  -
− describes beneficial uses
− equations for criteria development
− availability of data inputs for criteria development

 Types of criteria 
− Human Health - water consumption, tissue consumption, dermal contact
− Ecological – acute and chronic for direct toxicity, consumption of prey

11 ©Jacobs 2020



Position of New England States on PFAS SW Criteria

 Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and ME do not 
currently have SW criteria
 NH and VT collaborated initially on scoping 

development of PFAS SW criteria
− NH developed cost alternatives to develop human 

and aquatic life criteria for 4 PFAS (PFOS, PFOA, 
PFNA, PFHxS) – awaiting funding decision

 CT – planning for paired statewide 
monitoring of fish tissue and surface water 
and possible fish consumption advisories –
all pending funding

12



Human Health Surface Water Quality Criteria

 Protect designated uses
 Develop protective values
 Identify Inputs
− toxicity values (reference dose)
− protected populations
− target risk levels
− exposure factors
− bioaccumulation factors (BAFs)

 Follow standard formulas to derive 
criteria
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Beneficial Use Associated Human 
Exposure Pathway for 

PFAS
Municipal and domestic supply; 
Use as drinking water 

Drinking water ingestion and 
dermal contact during 
household use

Commercial, subsistence and 
recreational fishing

Consumption of fish and 
shellfish that may 
bioaccumulate PFAS

Primary contact water 
recreation

Incidental ingestion and dermal 
contact with water during 
swimming

Non-contact/ Secondary 
contact water recreation

Dermal contact with water 
during non-immersion activities 
such as wading, boating, fishing

Agricultural supply Consumption of crops that may 
bioaccumulate PFAS from 
irrigation water; direct contact 
with irrigation water

Aquaculture Consumption of fish and 
shellfish that may 
bioaccumulate PFAS from 
aquaculture water

©Jacobs 2020



Ecological Surface Water Quality Criteria
Very General Overview of Process
 Need data representing at least 

eight specific taxonomic families
 Develop means of toxicity levels 

from acute studies
 Lowest 5th percentile = final acute 

value (FAV) and the FAV/2 = 
criterion maximum concentration 
(CMC)
 Criterion continuous concentration 

(CCC) developed similar to acute 
with chronic data or using an acute 
to chronic ratio (ACR)
 Sufficient data for PFOS and PFOA 

only
14

Freshwater

A bony fish in the family Salmonidae

A second family of bony fish (preferably a 
commercially or recreationally important 
warmwater fish)
A third family in the phylum Chordata

A planktonic crustacean

A benthic crustacean

An insect

A family in a phylum other than 
Arthropoda or Chordata
A family in any order of insect or any 
phylum not already represented

©Jacobs 2020



Where Are Surface Water Quality Criteria Headed?
Expanding Tox Testing
 more chemicals and organisms

Developing Approaches 
for Groups/Classes of 
PFAS
 toxic equivalency/relative potency?
 high throughput screening
 read-across

Looking at Mixtures
 additive or synergistic?
 independent action or concentration 

addition?15 ©Jacobs 2020



How Should a Discharger Begin to Solve PFAS Problems?

 Keep informed of developments
 Understand the meaning of your monitoring 

results
 Understand background/ambient conditions  
Might need to rely on more empirical data and 

not just analytical chemistry
 Use engineering controls when it makes sense

16 ©Jacobs 2020



Successes - Australia

 Completed human health and ecological risk 
assessments at numerous sites in Australia
 "outside in" approach, 
−pragmatism 
−public safety considered 
−off-site impacts first (many km from 

bases), 
−onsite source areas second
 Using SW criteria to make risk decisions
Many sites have included tissue sampling
 Other sites have included screening 

ecological risk assessments
17 ©Jacobs 2020



Effectiveness of Standard WWTP Technologies

©Jacobs 202018

 Chemical coagulation/precipitation
− Water turbidity DOC removal | Enhanced wastewater 

nutrient removal
 Biological treatment
− Aerobic biological treatment (fixed film or suspended 

growth)
− Anaerobic biological treatment (digestion)
 Filtration
− Macro/microfiltration 
− Reverse Osmosis (RO)/Nanofiltration (NF)
 Disinfection
− Ultraviolet
− Chemical (chlorine, chloramine)
 Adsorption
− GAC/Ion Exchange



Take Home Messages 

 Recognize where things are - early in the game – and make decisions 
accordingly
 Keep informed of developments
 Understand the meaning of your data or get some assistance from an 

expert
 Develop practical solution oriented decisions 
− use what we have to make some decisions

 Use engineering controls when it makes sense
 Adapt our engineering strategies to these unique chemicals 
 Don’t expect the same old strategies will work

19 ©Jacobs 2020



Thank You!
Chris.McCarthy@Jacobs.com
281-513-6370

https://www.instagram.com/jacobsconnects/
https://www.facebook.com/JacobsConnects/
https://twitter.com/JacobsConnects
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jacobs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/jacobsworldwide
mailto:Chris.McCarthy@Jacobs.com


Important

The material in this presentation has been prepared by Jacobs®.
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